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The Federal Communications Commission’s Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, “Preserving
the Open Internet,” is the most significant reach of regulatory power over the Internet in
U.S. history. The NPRM proposes a set of regulations for broadband ISPs corresponding
to the four principles previously adopted by the Commission, plus two new ones:
nondiscrimination

and

transparency.

We

strongly

support

customer-focused

transparency by all Internet firms, not just broadband ISPs. We oppose, however, the
remaining five proposals to implement network neutrality for broadband ISPs as both
unnecessary and harmful. We find that there is nothing here to be fixed, and that there
is no market failure.

The regulations are not only unnecessary; they would impose

significant costs on broadband customers. We find that the costs that would be imposed
on wireless broadband would be particularly punishing, and likely to permanently harm
that industry.
We instead propose that the FCC focus its energies on bringing more competition to the
already rivalrous broadband marketplace, a goal which is within reach.

Over a dozen

wireless carriers now provide 3G service, and 4G service, which can substitute even
more effectively for many Internet uses that were previously confined to wireline, is
imminent. It is essential that the FCC release substantial amounts of licensed spectrum
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into the marketplace so that this additional competition can emerge quickly. The FCC
should not waste its time with pointless, costly regulation; it should facilitate competition
so that customers can choose for themselves if and how much network neutrality they
want. Let the customers decide; not regulators, not pundits, not advocates.

Introduction
The Federal Communications Commission’s Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) in GN 09-191
Preserving the Open Internet (2009a) is, potentially, the most significant event in the long history of the
FCC’s relationship with the Internet.

The stated purpose of the NPRM, as the title suggests, is the

preservation of the open Internet. The FCC notes the profound impact of the Internet on not only the
United States, but the world, and that this impact has been driven by the substantial innovation that has
characterized the growth of the Internet. The FCC attributes that outburst of innovation to the Internet’s
openness to new ideas, new applications, and ease of entry by anyone with a personal computer. The
FCC notes that anyone, large or small, huge corporation or small inventor, can equally access the open
Internet and reach an audience of billions of customers.
Clearly, the NPRM reflects the view that this openness is under threat and in need of protection.
For more than 20 years, the FCC has adopted a no-regulation policy with respect to the Internet, and
successive Commission chairs have reinforced the message that the Internet should remain regulationfree.

The tremendous growth of the Internet, as well as the substantial rate of innovation, has all

occurred within the context of no regulation. We must, therefore, conclude that the FCC (or at least its
Chairman) perceives a sea-change, that it believes that the openness is now under threat that requires
pre-emptive, prophylactic, immediate action.
The NPRM bases its proposed regulation on the four Internet “principles” adopted by the FCC
(2005) plus two more added principles: transparency and non-discrimination. It also proposes language
regarding “reasonable” network management practices and seeks comment on whether to establish rules
for a new and fuzzily undefined concept it calls “managed networks.”

These proposals are specifically

addressed to one segment of the Internet ecosystem — broadband ISPs (including wireless broadband) —
and they would not apply at all to other segments (although the FCC seeks comment on whether Internet
regulation should apply more broadly).
The NPRM claims that the proposed rules are “not intended to regulate the Internet itself…” (FCC,
2009a, ¶14), and that the NPRM is to begin a “data-driven on-the-record examination” (Copps, 2009) that
is to be “fact-based” (FCC, 2009a, ¶16).

The Chairman of the Commission was also clear that this

examination must be “fact-based, data-driven,” and that it is “not about protecting the Internet against
imaginary dangers” (Genachowski, 2009). We are heartened by, and fully agree with, these statements.
Unfortunately, we find that the content of the NPRM is 180º out of phase with those principles.
In truth, we find that:
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The rules proposed in the NPRM would, if adopted, constitute a very significant
expansion of FCC regulation into the Internet. Adoption of these rules would amount to
a complete reversal of a successful policy of no regulation that the FCC has maintained
for over two decades, the results of which are evident in the wildly successful Internet
we have today.

•

Far from being “fact-based, data-driven, not imaginary,” the NPRM’s proposals appear to
be based on speculation, fears, and scare-mongering by advocates, pundits, and
professors. There is no basis in fact for any change in regulation whatsoever, much less
the significant expansion of regulation proposed in this NPRM.

•

The costs of the proposed regulations in terms of reduced consumer welfare, reduced
investment incentives, and reduced innovation are likely very large.

•

In particular, this totally unnecessary regulation of wireless broadband threatens
enormous costs to the development of a market segment that the FCC should, in fact,
be promoting in order to encourage more broadband competition and choice. Wireless
(and in particular, wireless broadband) services are subject to intense competition. The
field features a very high rate of innovation, displaying no evidence whatsoever of
market failure. Moreover, wireless is a technology for which broadband success depends
critically upon tight integration and coordination between the core network and devices
and applications at the “edge.” The performance needs of diverse applications can only
be met by dynamic and situation-specific management in an environment characterized
by bandwidth scarcity, mobility, and interference. Regulation is wildly ill-suited to this
fluid and highly interactive environment.

Even considering regulation of this market

violates every tenet of good economic and engineering policy. Yet apart from noting the
increasing viability of wireless as a means of accessing the Internet — a development
that strongly undercuts the rationale for any network neutrality regulation — the FCC
gives no rationale whatsoever for this egregious regulatory overreach.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 considers the rationale for the proposed regulations
with a special focus on its evidentiary basis. Section 3 addresses the likely costs of enacting the proposed
rules for both wired and wireless broadband ISPs.
with regulation of wireless broadband.

Section 4 addresses the additional costs associated

Section 5 proposes a policy that will encourage broadband

deployment and the adoption of industry practices that are customer-centric, which is to say that they are
designed to respond to the needs of customers, not necessarily the advice of pundits and advocates.
Section 6 concludes the paper with our policy recommendations.
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What is the Problem That Needs Fixing?
Protecting the openness of the Internet rivals motherhood and apple pie as a social desideratum.
Who could be against openness? Who could be for “closedness?” We are certainly in favor of openness,1
and we laud the FCC’s interest in it. But does it need protecting? In particular, does it need protecting
from broadband ISPs? What threats are we attempting to address with these regulations?
There are some very real threats to the Internet that cry out to be fixed. Some are best left to
private sector ingenuity and the competitive drive to satisfy customers’ diverse and evolving needs.
Others may warrant government watchfulness or intervention.

But this NPRM on protecting openness

does not address these actual, real-world problems at all. The following is an incomplete list of some of
the most obvious threats to Internet customers:
Real Threats to Internet Openness NOT Addressed by this NPRM
•

Spam, worms, viruses, and phishing attacks take advantage of the Internet’s openness
and anonymity to wreak serious damage to customers’ computers and ISPs’ servers,
obstructing customers’ access to the content of their choice. The FCC’s proposed
network neutrality regulations may stand in the way of efficient responses to this
growing threat to Internet openness.

•

Virtually all Internet customers rely on search engines to access Internet content; the
big search engines have thus become the true gatekeepers2 of the Internet and the
advertising dollars that fuel much Internet innovation.3

Yet we know little about how

search engines work in practice; how can a new innovative startup firm compete with
more popular, established firms for “eyeballs” on major search engines? What do search
engines do with customers’ information and search histories?
history information to others?

1

Are they selling search

These gatekeepers are not in the least open; there is

It is a canon of faith among Internet aficionados (among whom the authors count themselves) that the

openness of the Internet was and is a necessary condition for this outburst of innovation. However, this
assertion has yet to be subjected to a rigorous empirical test. Other industries (e.g., pharmaceuticals)
have also demonstrated high rates of innovation in proprietary and managed business models.

As a

general economic rule, openness does not appear to be a necessary condition for innovation; it is an open
empirical question whether or not the openness of the Internet is a necessary condition for Internet
innovation (see Faulhaber, 2007 and 2009a).
2

The NPRM characterizes broadband ISPs as potential gatekeepers of the Internet and states that the

purpose of the NPRM is to “safeguard the benefits of the Internet for American consumers from potential
gatekeeper control” (FCC, 2009a, ¶72).

But nowhere is the threat of search engine gatekeepers

mentioned; only Commissioner Copps (Copps, 2009) alludes to potential gatekeepers other than
broadband ISPs.
3

According to Experian Hitwise (2009), Google has a 71% market share in the United States; the top

three search engines control 96% of all U.S. searches.
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minimal search engine transparency. Yet the FCC does not acknowledge these real
problems, either in this NPRM or elsewhere.
•

Application and content providers are privy to customer data of an especially sensitive
nature, such as credit card and Social Security numbers, in addition to customer
information concerning buying behavior and what ads were viewed.

Very few

application or content providers tell customers how their data is used or misused in plain
English; often, a customer must dig deep to read an obscure, lawyer-written privacy
policy.

Are providers selling customer data to other firms?

Using this data for

behavioral targeting of ads? Using this data for spam and other malware? There is little
openness among application and content providers on the Internet in revealing customer
data retention and use practices.

Yet the FCC does not acknowledge these real

customer privacy issues, either in this NPRM or elsewhere.
The latter two issues certainly warrant government scrutiny, although we do not mean to suggest
that the FCC (as opposed to, say, the FTC, which has shown some moxie in the privacy areas) is
necessarily the right man for the job. Our point here is simply that, if the FCC is concerned with threats to
openness, perhaps it should focus on real threats.
So what threat to Internet openness does this NPRM address?
Claimed Threats to Internet Openness that ARE Addressed by this NPRM
•

Arguments have been put forward that broadband ISPs, acting as gatekeepers to the
Internet, might threaten Internet openness.

Some claim that broadband ISPs could

restrict or “throttle” the Internet content that customers could access, especially content
that competes with services offered by the broadband ISP. Others claim that ISPs could
provide preferential access and services to some application and content providers or
charge them for access to their customers.4 All such arguments have a common thread:
they are entirely conjectural.
Nonetheless, there is no shortage of pundits and advocates publishing horror stories of what
could happen without mandated network neutrality, the policy believed by many to be necessary to
ensure Internet openness. Professors Lessig and McChesney (2006) assert that
[B]roadband ISPs would be able to sell access to the express lane to deep-pocketed
corporations and relegate everyone else to the digital equivalent of a winding dirt road.
4

We note that on the Internet, the distinction between “customers” and “application/content providers” is

false.

Virtually anyone can become an application/content provider; the Internet is truly a two-sided

market in which anyone can play the roles of provider or consumer of content/application at any time. A
similar situation occurs with online auctions such as eBay; today’s buyers are tomorrow’s sellers, and viceversa. Clearly, auctions are a two-sided market, but players can and do regularly switch sides, as is true
with the Internet generally.
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Worse still, these gatekeepers would determine who gets premium treatment and who
doesn't . . . Meanwhile, they could slow or even block the Web sites and services of their
competitors or those who refuse to pay up . . . Net neutrality guarantees a free and
competitive market for Internet content.
Strong stuff. In a more balanced (and more scholarly) paper, Peha (2007) lists a variety of abuses that
broadband ISPs could engage in, such as price discrimination, favoring some providers over others,
limiting the content to which customers have access, limiting free speech, using deep packet inspection to
control what customers can and cannot access, and misusing customer information.
Neither of these authors (nor the many others that have written on this topic) suggest that
broadband ISPs are actually practicing these abuses systematically,5 and they adduce no evidence to that
effect. They note the potential for abuses, but do not bring forth evidence that these theoretical perils are
either likely in practice or of any practical import.
Now, if we had no experience in dealing with broadband ISPs, we would certainly need to pay
close attention to possible abuses and subject them to rigorous analysis. But fortunately, broadband ISP s
have been around for a decade, during which time they have been free to engage in the various nefarious
actions that network neutrality advocates claim are about to occur any day now.6
real, then we surely would have seen them materialize in the past decade.

If these threats are

In fact, we would be

overwhelmed with such abuses. So rather than speculate about abuses that in theory might occur in the
future, we have the benefit of a decade of broadband ISP history; what abuses have actually occurred in
this decade?
The answer is both simple and well-known. There have been two cases in which broadband ISPs
acted badly, both of which are mentioned in the NPRM, and both of which have been analyzed extensively:
Madison River Communications, a telephone company and provider of digital subscriber line
(DSL) service, was blocking its subscribers’ ability to use voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) using
Madison River’s DSL service. Vonage, a VoIP provider, complained to the FCC that Madison River
Communications was blocking ports that were typically used by Vonage customers to make VoIP

5

But see below.

6

Some scholars claim that “The protections that guaranteed network neutrality have been law since the

birth of the Internet — right up until the Federal Communications Commission eliminated the rules that
kept cable and phone companies from discriminating against content providers” (Lessig & McChesney,
2006).

See also Economides (2007).

This is false.

The FCC classified cable broadband service as an

unregulated “information service” in 2002, and it was not subjected to common carrier obligations even
before this definitive service classification. This classification was affirmed by the Supreme Court in the
Brand X decision and subsequently extended to telephone company DSL services (for a discussion of these
cases, see Reardon, 2005).

The popular (among network neutrality advocates) idea that regulation

required network neutrality of the Internet is simply false.
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The FCC’s Enforcement Bureau negotiated a consent decree whereby Madison River

ceased this practice (FCC, 2005).
Comcast, in a very high-profile case in 2007,8 was found to have delayed some BitTorrent traffic
(a P2P service primarily used for sharing video files, such as movies). Comcast claimed it did so in order
to manage the capacity on its network during peak periods. Regardless, there is general agreement that
the practice of throttling was cack-handed. The allegations garnered so much publicity that the FCC
launched an investigation, as reported in Paul (2008).

Eventually, the parties were able to reach a

mutually satisfactory agreement (see McCullagh, 2008), and Comcast voluntarily agreed to modify its
network management practices on terms approved by the FCC (2008). Faulhaber recently argued that,
had Comcast been more transparent about its practices, this incident would likely have played out very
differently, most likely more favorably to Comcast, BitTorrent, and most important, their mutual
customers (Faulhaber, 2009b).
In each of these two examples, the matter was successfully resolved without the need for
intrusive regulation.
Two incidents in one decade of broadband ISP experience is a slender reed upon which to build a
case for regulation.

The NPRM names no other incidents, and no other evidence, to support its basic

contention that Internet openness is under attack by broadband ISPs.9
The FCC claims that the proposed rules are “not intended to regulate the Internet itself . . .”
(FCC, 2009a, ¶14).

Since the NPRM is actually proposing regulations, how we are to interpret this

statement is a puzzle. The only interpretation possible is that the FCC does not consider broadband ISPs
to be part of the Internet, an assertion that, even on its face, is deeply incorrect.

The FCC and its

Chairman are also clear that this examination must be “fact-based, data-driven,” and that it is “not about
protecting the Internet against imaginary dangers.” But the entirety of the evidence supporting the case
for regulation is two incidents . . . two incidents! This drains the phrase “fact-based and data-driven” of
all sensible meaning.

It also suggests that the FCC has, indeed, been swept up in the “imaginary

dangers” that advocates claim, without evidence, are about to descend upon us.

Where is the data,

where are the facts that provide any evidence whatsoever that these “threats” are anything but
imaginary?

7

This event is described in FCC (2009a), ¶32. It is presented as a “for example” when, in fact, it is one of

only two known cases.
8

This description of the Comcast BitTorrent affair is taken from Faulhaber (2009b).

9

The NPRM makes much of monopoly-era cases, such as Carterphone: “[w]resting control of the network

endpoints from the network owner fostered unforeseen advances in technology and network applications”
(FCC, 2009a, ¶25). Heroic in its day, but the monopoly environment of the old Bell System is 25 years in
the past; the analogy is totally irrelevant to today’s Internet space.
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It might be supposed that, although only two incidents have risen to the level of public attention,
there are many more incidents that have escaped the public eye, as unwitting customers may not be
aware that their broadband ISP is blocking or throttling certain content. As it turns out, tools are widely
available on the Internet to actively monitor ISPs’ network practices.
Glasnost (Max Planck Institute, 2009a).

Perhaps most well-known is

This tool permits customers to test if their ISP is blocking

BitTorrent, reporting results back to Glasnost, which compiles and reports the aggregate data. The Max
Planck Institute (2009b) reports that over 250,000 users have used the Glasnost software.10 Moreover,
the universe of watchful customers and the sophistication of the monitoring tools available to them is
rapidly expanding. For example, Google supports Measurement-Lab (Google Blog, 2009) a Web site that
aggregates a number of additional transparency tools designed for customers to test whether ISPs are
engaged in “traffic shaping” or are degrading the performance of some subset of customers, applications,
or Web destinations. In addition, Measurement-Lab provides support for researchers to examine such
issues and create new tools.
It is perhaps most interesting that the Max Planck Institute believes “[g]reater transparency on
the Internet,” not greater regulation, is what motivates service providers “to refrain from blocking data
streams” (Max Planck Institute, 2009b).

We could not agree more.

We believe transparency in all

segments of the Internet puts power in the hands of customers: it is a customer-centric strategy which we
fully support, and which we discuss below in more detail. Regulation is a much less effective strategy, and
it removes power from the hands of customers. It is a regulation-centric policy.
In addition, the NPRM proposes to protect the openness of the Internet by ensuring that
broadband ISPs cannot charge application and content providers for Quality of Service (QoS)
enhancements — or apparently anything else other than plain-vanilla best-effort connections to the
Internet.
The Internet marketplace is very dynamic and in flux at all times. The current “customer pays
all” model is by no means the last word in this highly fluid, two-sided marketplace, and it is foolish to
close off experimentation in the pricing dimension by regulatory fiat now. The NPRM presents no evidence
whatsoever that this is the most efficient pricing model, and that therefore market experimentation is
forbidden henceforth. There is no justification for shutting off any market experimentation in the future.
Establishing a zero price on the basis of no evidence is draconian and perverse in the extreme.
Likewise, we note that Internet customers and application/content providers have very diverse
needs for network performance, and this diversity is increasing. Enjoining broadband ISPs from offering
services that cater to this diversity seems particularly perverse. Establishing a no-new-services rule for
networks, and thus shutting off network service innovation on the basis of no evidence, is, again,
draconian and perverse in the extreme.
Fact-based?

Data-driven?

Not responding to imaginary threats?

Where is the evidence that

supports the alleged threats to Internet openness from broadband ISPs? If there is no evidence, how can
10

There is at least one report that Glasnost overreports BitTorrent blocking; see Bennett (2008).
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this inquiry be “fact-based, data-driven?” If there is no evidence, how can the proposed rules be anything
other that responding to “imaginary threats?” As we consider these facts, it becomes crystal clear that
there is not a problem with Internet openness that is addressed by this NPRM.
Where Is the Market Failure?
Since there does not appear to be an existing problem that requires a regulatory fix, perhaps
another economic11 approach will uncover a rationale for regulation:

Is there a market failure which

regulation might correct? 12,13
The NPRM14 does not even mention the term “market failure,” let alone use a finding of market
failure to justify regulation. It simply proposes regulation without any foundation in a finding of a market
failure that network neutrality regulation could correct.

For the FCC to abandon economic principles in

contemplating regulation is seriously disturbing, and we strongly suggest the FCC to reconsider. We are
heartened that Commissioner McDowell raises the issue in his comments (FCC, 2009a, Statement of
Commissioner McDowell), in which he states,
In fact, just over two years ago the Commission launched an inquiry into the state of the
broadband services market. We cast a wide net in an effort to harvest evidence of
fundamental market failure, and we came up empty.
In its rush to regulate, the NPRM avoids the inconvenient truth that its authors produce no economic
justification whatsoever for regulation.
Some have argued that the recent FCC broadband-focused activity, such as the National
Broadband Plan (FCC, 2009b) as well as this NPRM, is based on the concern that the United States has
fallen behind its OECD counterparts in broadband connectivity and capacity, and that our rank as a
11

There may be non-economic reasons for regulation, such as public safety or national security. In this

note we address only economic and engineering reasons for regulation.
12

At the very least, regulation to correct a market failure should only be imposed after an empirical

analysis of the following questions: 1) Is the proposed regulation the most efficient possible solution for
correcting the market failure? 2) What are the costs of the regulation, in terms of compliance, reduced
investment incentives, and reduced innovation incentives?
rent-seeking by interested parties?

3) Will it create increased opportunities for

4) Will it create new lobbying entities, seeking to forward their

objectives via the regulatory process? 5) Are there possible unintended consequences? Do these costs of
regulation outweigh the benefits of correcting the market failure, and is there empirical evidence to
support this conclusion?
13

A simple economic model by Faulhaber (1997) suggests how regulation can be substantially worse for

customers than suffering a classic market failure.

For a more formal analysis of regulation, see Noll

(1989).
14

The presence of a two-sided market with network effects is not necessarily a market failure. There are

quite a few Internet applications that exhibit two-sided market network effects, such as eBay and
Facebook, which no one claims involve market failure, and which no one would dream of regulating.
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middling broadband country will impede our economic growth, as well as other social factors.

The

Berkman Report (Benkler, 2009) to the FCC expresses this concern, as have many other commentators.
The FCC is correct to address this issue, and the appropriate policy vehicle for addressing it is the National
Broadband Plan.

There is no reason to suspect that network neutrality has any bearing on the United

States’ standing in the broadband league tables, except possibly that onerous and unnecessary network
neutrality regulation may reduce incentives for network investment, innovation, and entry, thus further
hampering the United States’ competitive position in broadband among its OECD peers.
In this section, we have asked the basic question of “Why Regulate?” two ways: 1) What is the
problem we are attempting to fix?, and 2) What is the market failure that requires regulation? In both
cases, our “fact-based, data-driven” analysis leads to the same conclusion: There is no reason to regulate!
The supposed problems really are imaginary, and there is no market failure that requires a regulatory
remedy. Any regulation that comes out of this proceeding will be all cost and no benefit for customers.
This proceeding is not customer-centric, it is regulator-centric and advocate-centric.
Whatever Happened to Customer-Centric Competition?
We would be remiss to not mention that, in most markets, there are only two wireline broadband
ISPs.

Net neutrality regulation has been described as a temporary response to the limited number of

existing wired broadband competitors: Atkinson and Weiser (2006) state outright, “In essence, network
neutrality rules reflect a short-term solution in the absence of a longer-term imperative: more robust
competition in broadband markets.”

But if the concern is a need for more robust competition, then it

behooves the FCC to focus on achieving that end, not to impose ill-advised network neutrality regulation.
It is the core of the debate, and we return to it in Section 5.
There is, of course, no such thing as “temporary” regulation. Once a regulation is put in place, it
creates its own advocates and vested interests who vigorously oppose its demise. And, it is important to
recognize that the net neutrality movement was spawned well before wireless broadband posed a serious
threat. Ironically, rather than embracing the additional competition as the answer to their concerns, net
neutrality proponents seek to extend the regulation they propose to wireless, as well as wireline.
But doesn’t the current wired duopoly in many markets mean we need regulation in order to
forestall the bad behavior envisioned in the NPRM? While the actual evidence of bad behavior is scant,
doesn’t it behoove the FCC to act prophylactically to ensure that such bad behavior does not occur in the
future? Certainly not; we have had the current market structure for a decade with virtually no record of
the bad behavior envisioned in the NPRM.

Since nothing has changed, there is no evidence-based

argument that suggests the existing market structure ever has or will in the future give rise to this bad
behavior. Further, should any such behavior occur in the future, recent history demonstrates that the FCC
already has the power to respond quickly and definitively; it is not as if the purported harms are
irremediable. While we are in favor of increasing customer choice through more competition, we do not
believe that the concerns of abuse raised in the NPRM have any basis in fact under the current market
structure. The observed market conduct of rapidly increasing broadband speeds, continuous investment
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and innovation, high churn,15 and aggressive advertising tell a story of a rivalrous marketplace to which
the hypothetical abuses envisioned in the NPRM would come at great cost in lost customers.
A decade ago, the FCC issued a thoughtful and prescient research paper (Oxman, 1999) which
reviewed the history of the FCC’s treatment of data services through the various Computer Inquiries to the
then-nascent Internet.

The author noted that the Internet owed much of its success to the FCC’s

consistent refusal to regulate any part of it.

He noted that there would be pressures in the future to

regulate; on p. 21, he states
Although the FCC has a long tradition of encouraging the growth and development of the
Internet by nonregulation, deregulation, and certain affirmative market-opening policies,
there are frequent calls from many sources for the FCC to become more heavily involved
in Internet regulation . . . The challenge to the FCC . . . is to . . . further the
Commission’s longstanding goal of promoting competition, not regulation, in the
marketplace.
And on pages 25–26, he notes that “[The FCC must] be careful that any regulatory responses are
the minimum necessary and outweigh the costs of regulation” and “Even though there are calls from
numerous sources for the FCC to regulate the Internet, the Commission has a 30-year tradition of
encouraging its open and unregulated growth.”
In the same year, then-Chairman William Kennard stated
[T]he best decision government ever made with respect to the Internet was the decision
that the FCC made . . . NOT to impose regulation on it. This was not a dodge; it was a
decision NOT to act. It was intentional restraint born of humility. Humility that we can’t
predict where this market is going. (Kenard, 1999)
But this is a new FCC, one might argue; it’s all different now. Is it? We note the words of the
Staff Report on the National Broadband Plan of December 16 (FCC, 2009b): “Competition drives
innovation and better choices for consumers.”
We could not agree more. But we are puzzled by the disparity between the FCC of the National
Broadband Plan report and the FCC of the Open Internet NPRM. We are hopeful that the former approach
will prevail.
If there is a perceived lack of competition, the solution is more competition, not more regulation.
This NPRM moves in exactly the wrong direction, a direction totally antithetical to FCC policy toward the
Internet for the past decade.

The FCC needs to be encouraging competition, not enacting restrictive

regulations on broadband ISPs that will have exactly the opposite effect.
15

Monthly churn rates in cable broadband are reported to be between 2.4% and 3%, which corresponds

to annual churn rates of 28.8% and 36% (Farrell, 2007).
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The experience of the last decade has shown the wisdom of encouraging competition. The FCC’s
policy of no regulation anywhere in the Internet has been a wild success.

Are we about to throw this

success overboard on the basis of zero evidence?

Likely Costs of the Proposed Regulation
Regulation is Costly in General
In the presence of market failures, regulation may provide benefits to customers, but it always
does so at a cost, often a very substantial cost.

Determining if regulation should be imposed should

involve a careful empirical analysis of the projected benefits and costs, to ensure that the former is
greater than the latter. In the case of broadband, however, the analysis is easy, as the NPRM does not
even claim that there is a market failure that needs fixing, and as there is no evidence of one, as
Commissioner McDowell points out (FCC, 2009a). All that remains are regulation’s costs.
Economists have examined the costs of regulation in general for several decades. We need not
repeat the arguments here, as they are well-known. The definitive references are Noll (1989) and Carlton
and Perloff (2005). Regulation in practice often results in firms and customers constrained by inefficient
market actions, in lessened incentives to invest, and often, in the complete elimination of incentives for
entry and innovation. Regulation also opens wide opportunities for regulatory rent-seeking, in which firms
seek market advantage via regulation, rather than via serving customers well. When regulators are open
for business, firms understand that pleasing/manipulating the regulators is far more important than
innovating, investing, and pleasing customers. It is precisely because regulators have not been open for
business on the Internet that it has been such an innovative and successful enterprise.
Advocates of regulation often ignore this seamy side of regulation, hoping that proposed network
neutrality regulation will work perfectly, with no unintended consequences, implemented by an all-wise,
lobby-proof, above-politics FCC. Those of us with actual experience with regulators (such as the authors)
find this Pollyanna attitude naïve in the extreme. Regulators themselves are acutely aware of the serious
limitations of regulation. Recently, the Federal Trade Commission (2007) warned of these costs:
[W]e suggest that policy makers proceed with caution in evaluating calls for network
neutrality regulation. . . . No regulation, however well-intended, is cost-free, and it may
be particularly difficult to avoid unintended consequences here, where the conduct at
which regulation would be directed largely has not yet occurred. . . . Policy makers
should be very wary of network neutrality regulation . . . simply because we do not
know what the net effects of potential conduct by broadband providers will be on
consumers, including, among other things, the prices that consumers may pay for
Internet access, the quality of Internet access and other services that will be offered,
and the choices of content and applications that may be available to consumers in the
marketplace. Similarly, we do not know what net effects regulation to proscribe such
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conduct would have on consumers. This is the inherent difficulty in regulating based on
concerns about conduct that has not occurred, especially in a dynamic marketplace.
Indeed, the FCC (2002) itself recognized the severe limits and costs of regulation in the
broadband market space:
. . . [B]roadband services should exist in a minimal regulatory environment that promotes
investment and innovation in a competitive market. We recognize that substantial
investment is required to build out the networks that will support future broadband
capabilities and applications. Therefore, our policy and regulatory framework will work to
foster investment and innovation in these networks by limiting regulatory uncertainty and
unnecessary or unduly burdensome regulatory costs.
Both scholarly research and practical experience with regulation reach the same conclusion:
regulation is of necessity a costly process, not to be undertaken without solid empirical proof that the
hoped-for benefits outweigh the costs.
The Proposed Regulations Would be Costly in Particular
The knowledge that regulation in general is quite costly should raise alarm bells about the
particulars of this NPRM’s proposed regulations, which are the following:
•

A general nondiscrimination principle,16 under which
o

ISPs would be enjoined from providing, without charge, “discriminatory” service
enhancements for any traffic.17

o

ISPs would not be able to provide and sell services (such as QoS) to
application/content providers that could enhance their business, even if those
services were offered to all similarly situated customers on an entirely
nondiscriminatory basis.

•

ISPs would

be subject

to “reasonable” network management regulation; what

constitutes “reasonable” would be left undefined, to be worked out on a case-by-case
basis.

16

The nondiscrimination rule proposed by the NPRM is far broader than that to which even common

carriers have been subject.

Section 202 of the Communications Act, for example, prohibits only

unreasonable discrimination.
17

The NPRM seems to make an open-ended exception for discrimination in the service of “reasonable”

network management; however, the vagueness of this exception would surely chill any broadband ISP
from taking any action that might be construed ex post as “unreasonable.”
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o

The FCC proposes to investigate, with an eye toward possible regulation,
“managed” networks. However, what managed networks are, as well as why
and how they would come under regulatory purview, is not defined.

o

The FCC proposes a transparency principle which would require broadband ISPs
to disclose practices and terms of business “as is reasonably required for users
and content, application and service providers to enjoy the protections
specified.”

o

The FCC proposes net neutrality obligations for wireless providers, a highly
competitive industry.
Transparency
We address the last regulatory principle first. We are strong believers in transparency that is

focused on ensuring disclosure to customers, so that they may make informed purchase decisions.
Although cooperative solutions to disclosure issues are a preferred alternative, in our view, we support
compelling transparency via regulation should cooperative solutions fail.

We believe that competitive

markets can only work if customers are fully apprised of what they are buying and the terms under which
they are buying it, so that they may make informed decisions.

Only with good information can

competitive markets work their magic and ensure that customers are in the driver’s seat.

Full

transparency is at least as important in markets which are not at the competitive ideal.
Since most broadband ISPs have publicly stated that they are in favor of transparency, it would
appear that some form of cooperative solutions with firm regulatory guidance may offer the best solution.
It may appear that our endorsement of transparency may contradict our belief that regulation is
unnecessarily costly; nothing could be further from the truth. Transparency and disclosure address the
serious market failure of information asymmetry, in which buyers know far less about a product or service
than the sellers. In extreme cases, information asymmetry can lead to the total breakdown of a market,
as described in Akerlof’s (1970) seminal paper.

While transparency and disclosure regulation can be

costly (which is why we believe a cooperative approach is generally cost-minimizing, as well as most
effective), we believe the resulting benefits can be well worth the cost. In fact, there is a long tradition of
disclosure regulation in all areas of the U.S. economy, with the Federal Trade Commission at the forefront
of such regulation. For a fuller discussion, see Faulhaber (2009b, pp. 762–755), Faulhaber (2009c), and
Faulhaber and Farber (2009, pp. 27–28) in which we stake out a strong position on transparency.
We are so strongly in favor of transparency that we must take the FCC to task for not driving the
NPRM far enough on the issue. The Internet involves many participants besides broadband ISPs that deal
with retail customers.18
18

In each of these segments, there are serious problems with transparency,

In some segments, participants do not deal with retail customers but with other large firms, which can

be expected to be sophisticated and informed, and fully capable of negotiating terms and conditions of
business which each other.
segments.

We do not see a need for transparency regulations to be applied to these
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disclosure, and privacy. If we are about to require broadband ISPs to fully disclose all customer-relevant
information, should we not require application and content providers to do the same?
customers that they are being targeted by behavioral advertising?

To inform

To inform customers exactly what

these providers are doing with the customer information that they collect? To inform customers exactly
what is happening to the search information collected by the various search engines?
sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander.

After all, what’s

Is there any reason the NPRM ignores all other Internet

market participants?
Nondiscrimination
It is a canon of faith among Internet aficionados that the Internet has always been
nondiscriminatory in its operations, and that this principle of nondiscrimination has recently come under
threat from “gatekeeper” broadband ISPs.

Nothing could be further from the truth.

The Internet has

always used prioritization of traffic, congestion control, and other methods of network management since
the earliest days, as any technologist familiar with its full history can aver.

Imposing any form of

nondiscrimination via regulation would be a radical change from past Internet practice. Peha, recently the
FCC’s Chief Technologist, makes the case for the following principle: “Network neutrality should not be
about banning all discrimination” (2007, p. 657). We completely agree; we advise the FCC to accept this
good advice.
Service Enhancements
There are many different applications that use the Internet, with as many needs as there are
customers. Some Internet traffic, such as voice telephony (VoIP) simply cannot tolerate delays (latency
or excess jitter), while other kinds of traffic, such as movie downloads, are relatively insensitive to delay.
Network engineers have always responded to these disparities by prioritizing latency-sensitive traffic;
since latency-insensitive traffic cares little about short delays, such prioritization can help those who need
it without cost to others.
Managing networks responsibly to respect these differences is a time-tested Internet tradition.
In 1987 (pre-World Wide Web, pre-ISPs), the Internet suffered a “congestion collapse” which required
immediate response by network administrators, as described by Bohn et al. (1994):
During the mid-80s on the 56kbps NSFNET backbone, congestion developed to a
dangerous degree. In response the NSFNET engineers deployed an emergency measure
to provide certain interactive network applications, specifically telnet, preferential
treatment over other traffic. The priority transit allowed interactive users requiring
better

network

responsiveness

to

continue

working

under

highly

congested

circumstances. At the same time the NSFNET backbone established support for separate
queues in the routers according to the IP Precedence value in the IP header field.
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Prioritization has been used in the Internet for over two decades; it is part of how the Internet
works, not some evil scheme recently cooked up by rapacious broadband ISPs. The proposed regulations
could outlaw good engineering practice.
The engineers who actually set Internet standards (Internet Engineering Task Force, IETF) have
long understood the importance of Quality of Service (QoS) capabilities as the best means of providing the
differentiated services that customers need and demand.

For one example (among many), see the

Delgrossi and Berger (1995) proposal to the IETF for an Internet Stream Protocol that specifies how QoS
could be implemented to meet the differing needs of Internet users.
Cloonan and Won (2000) again note the need to meet the differing needs of customers using
prioritization, or QoS:
As the industry matures, the need to offer a broader range of services to meet the needs
of emerging market subsegments also increases. As a result, a new . . . specification
was developed to provide for differentiated services and new applications such as IPbased telephony. This new version . . . defines a minimal set of quality-of-service (QoS)
features.
IETF engineers have expressed reservations about the extreme form of nondiscrimination
associated with network neutrality. In a recent IETF RFC, Floyd and Allman (2008) note
With *only* simple best-effort traffic, there would be fundamental limitations to the
performance that real-time applications could deliver to users.

In addition to the

obvious needs for high bandwidth, low delay or jitter, or low packet drop rates, some
applications would like a fast start-up, or to be able to resume their old high sending
rate after a relatively long idle period, or to be able to rely on a call-setup procedure so
that the application is not even started if network resources are not sufficient. There are
severe limitations to how effectively these requirements can be accommodated by
simple best-effort service in a congested environment.
And yet, the FCC is proposing to impose just such “severe limitations” with its principle of
nondiscrimination.

Who thinks this is a good idea?

Advocates and pundits, maybe; certainly not the

engineers who have to make networks work well for their customers. They have been striving for years to
bring such differentiation to the Internet, because they understand that this is what customers need and
want.

Let’s let them get on with the job.

Again, Peha makes the case with this principle: “Network

neutrality should not be about whether network operators can differentiate their services” (2007, p. 659).
We completely agree; we urge the FCC to accept this good advice.
Providing Application and Content Providers with Enhanced Services
Advocates have suggested that permitting broadband ISPs to offer enhanced services to
application and content providers would create an “express lane to deep-pocketed corporations and
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relegate everyone else to the digital equivalent of a winding dirt road” (Lessig & McChesney, 2006).
Really? The U.S. Postal Service offers various classes of mail service, as well as Express Mail. Do only
“deep-pocketed corporations” use Express Mail? Are those of us who use first-class mail “relegate[d] to …
a winding dirt road?” Even the U.S. public highway system, that most democratic of networks, has toll
roads for those in a hurry.

It is hard to find an American industry in which firms do not sell quality-

differentiated products or services. Customers want differentiated services, a fact they have proven time
and time again in every industry in the global economy. Has the FCC decided that American customers
and American application/content providers are not to have the benefit of quality-differentiated products?
We think not; the current Chief Technologist Jon Peha (1999) states it clearly: “. . . application
performance objectives may differ, and network service . . . and pricing . . . should reflect these
differences.”
Some have argued that prioritizing some traffic necessarily disadvantages non-priority traffic.
This is not the case. Traffic which is latency-sensitive (such as VoIP) can be seriously harmed if it does
not receive top priority; traffic which is not latency-sensitive (such as movie downloads) can tolerate short
delays without any harm whatsoever.

This is the very definition of not being latency-sensitive; short

delays don’t matter. Again, Peha expresses it well: “For some . . . streams, performance that exceeds the
minimum guarantees is highly desirable; for others, like video, exceeding the guarantee is of no benefit”
(ibid.).
The NPRM appears to presume that every content provider would pay if broadband ISPs were
permitted to offer paid QoS. But there is every reason to believe that content providers whose offerings
would be enhanced by QoS offerings would buy them, and that others would not. Arguments that they
would be better off if they did not even have the opportunity to obtain QoS have no basis in experience or
economic logic.
Henry Ford (1922) stated that “Any customer can have a car painted any color that he wants so
long as it is black.” The NPRM reprises this anti-customer attitude: “Any customer can have their Internet
any way they want, as long as it is ‘best efforts network neutral.’”
Prohibiting broadband ISPs from charging for enhanced performance would certainly result in
reducing ISP incentives to invest or innovate in performance-enhancing network capabilities.
cannot charge for enhanced performance, why would they invest in it?

If ISPs

The losers are innovators that

need enhanced network performance so that they can introduce a higher quality of service.

But

prohibiting ISPs from offering performance enhancements for a fee discourages “edge” innovation that
could take advantage of those very network performance enhancements. Under the proposed regulations,
customers will never get to choose these high-powered services, since the FCC will have regulated them
away. How customer-centric is that?
The NPRM states that the Internet “does not distinguish between a budding entrepreneur is a
dorm room and a Fortune 500 company.” This is simply untrue. Content distribution companies, such as
Akamai, offer application/content providers preferential “caching” services.

In this model, Akamai

establishes servers near major cities and offers to serve firms that require a fast Web response for their
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customers at these servers.

Since the servers are geographically close to broadband ISPs and their

customers, firms with time-sensitive applications can buy preferential access from Akamai (and other
caching service firms).

The rules proposed in the NPRM could be read to assure that firms which offer

broadband ISP services could never offer this service or any prioritization services that provide alternative
ways of obtaining needed performance. Apparently, the offer of preferential caching service by non-ISP
firms such as Akamai (or by content providers themselves) is not a violation of Internet openness, but
preferential caching services by ISPs is a violation of openness, a result that beggars logic.
Is Akamai an express lane for those providers (such as Amazon, Blockbuster, ESPN, MySpace,
and others) that choose to pay its fees? Would these regulations bar Akamai from offering these services?
If Akamai can offer caching services but Comcast cannot, where is the economic sense of that? Whose
interest is furthered by such a regulation? We know for sure that it is not the customers’ interest. And
since application and content providers that can afford to pay a content distribution network or build their
own network enjoy better performance, what is the logic of preventing broadband ISPs from developing
and offering alternative ways of enhancing performance? This is especially important if broadband ISPs
can bring this capability to smaller application and content providers who cannot afford to pay Akamai or
build their own networks. Let broadband ISPs and application and content providers make any mutually
beneficial market agreements they want, and then make sure that customers are aware of such deals.
We see no reason why standard business practices should not apply to the Internet. The market expands
value by encouraging mutually beneficial exchange; forbidding a class of mutually beneficial exchange
guarantees inefficient outcomes.
Charging Application/Content Providers for Access to ISP Customers
The NPRM (¶¶68–69) expresses concern that broadband ISPs may charge application/content
providers for access to the ISPs’ customers, which, according to the NPRM, “could drive some content,
application, and service providers from the market.”

This, according to the NPRM, “would reduce the

quantity and quality of Internet content, applications, and services, reducing the overall value of the
Internet to end users and thereby reducing demand for broadband Internet access services.” Is this
concern based on actual marketplace behavior?

No.

After more than a decade of experience in the

broadband market, we have not seen any ISPs unilaterally impose access fees on any application/content
providers. Instead, the angst in the NPRM appears to be based on purely conjectural concerns about the
dynamics of two-sided markets in the Internet environment. Most parties now recognize that the Internet
supports a variety of two-sided markets, with subscribers on one side and application/content providers
on the other side.

19

Is it always the case that just one side pays? In fact, the market determines who

pays whom in a two-sided market; in some cases, both sides pay (e.g., credit card transactions,
newspapers, and magazines); in some cases, one side pays and the other side gets paid (e.g., cable
television, as between subscribers and cable networks); or one side pays but not the other (e.g., online
auctions, travel agencies).

Sometimes different business models prevail in the same industry (e.g.,

subscription-based magazines co-exist with free publications that rely entirely on advertising).
19

The

Noting, as above, that a customer/subscriber today can be a content provider tomorrow. This is similar

to eBay, where a buyer today can be a seller tomorrow.
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market determines the outcome, not the regulator. The balance of pricing between the two sides of a
two-sided market can matter deeply in terms of customer well-being. Regulating a particular solution (in
this case, 100% of the price burden is on customers) without any evidence whatsoever that this is in
customers’ interest is almost sure to make customers worse off than if pricing is determined in the
market.
If the proposed rules prohibit broadband ISPs from charging application/content providers for
access to their customers, are application/content providers likewise prohibited from charging broadband
ISPs for allowing their customers to access their content? After all, in a two-sided market, there is no
hard and fast rule regarding who charges whom. Of course, one might logically think “what’s sauce for
the goose is sauce for the gander,” that network neutrality regulation should be symmetric, applying
equally to both sides of the market. But apparently this is not the case. The content provider ESPN360,
which carries sports television from around the world, recently initiated charging ISPs (rather than retail
customers) for the privilege of offering access to their website. Customers of ISPs that have not paid for
the service have no option to access the website (Wikipedia, 2009). The NPRM makes no mention of this
issue, so apparently ISPs charging application/content providers is a violation of Internet openness, but
application/content providers charging ISPs is not, a result that, again, beggars logic.
The economics of two-sided markets have been subject to much economic analysis of late (see
Rochet & Tirole, 2006, for an excellent summary), and applying this theory to the Internet has become
popular. Two-sided markets seem complex at first; the number of customers is determined by the price
charged (to customers) by the ISP, as well as by the number of application/content providers accessible
via that ISP.

The number of application/content providers is determined by the price(s) charged (to

application/content providers) by the ISP, as well as by the number of customers accessible via that ISP.
If the ISP charges too high a price to application/content providers, there will be too few, and therefore,
that ISP would not attract many customers, even if its customer price is low. If the ISP charges too low a
price to application/content providers, the ISP would have to charge a high price to customers, which
would dissuade them from subscribing.

Clearly, the ISP wants as many customers as possible and as

much content as possible. The ISP must strike a balance in pricing between the two sides. This is true
whether the ISP is a monopoly, a duopoly, or even if it is in a perfectly competitive market.
A partial answer based on two-sided market theory is provided by Economides (2007) in a
generally pro-network neutrality paper.

His most interesting result is that, in a model of ISP duopoly,

enforcing zero pricing on the application/content provider side of the market hurts customers and hurts
ISPs, but helps application/content providers.

This should be no surprise; low or zero prices for

application/content providers means higher prices to customers.

Although there is thus more content,

that content does not have sufficient value to keep customers from leaving the ISP (at least in this
particular model). An interesting and enlightening result to say the least, one shedding light on who the
advocates of network neutrality are and who the opponents are.
customers, and that it does the right thing.
20

20

We hope the FCC is an advocate for

Again, we turn to another Peha principle: “Network

The model is, as all models are, overly simple.

He does not consider the use by the ISP of price

discrimination of the application/content provider side of the market, assuming that the ISP charges the
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neutrality should not be about ‘who pays’ for Internet service or infrastructure” (2007, p. 658).

We

completely agree; we urge the FCC to accept this good advice.
In recent work, Lee and Wu (2009), present a good summary of the two-sided market literature,
and make the argument that the application/content provider side of the market should be priced at zero
(the proposed regulation in the NPRM) as a subsidy to innovative entrepreneurs. The idea is to ensure
that the barrier to new entry remains low; even if customers (us non-creative types) must pay higher
prices as a result. Lee and Wu state that “a ban on payments from content providers to Internet
intermediaries is this: it is a subsidy to the creative and entrepreneurial at the expense of the passive and
consumptive” (p. 67). Thanks a lot, guys, from the 95%+ of us who are not running active Web sites.21
As a subsidy for the creative, it is both inefficient and unnecessary.

It is inefficient, because

lavishing subsidies on certain groups by manipulating market prices has a much higher cost (in terms of
inefficient pricing) than the purported benefit.

Further, it not only subsidizes entrepreneurs, it really

subsidizes the large application/content providers, such as Google, eBay, and Amazon. Do we want to
subsidize firms that are, in fact, larger than the largest cable ISP firm? And much larger than customers
of ISPs that would almost surely get lower prices as a result of fees levied on application/service
providers? It’s not entrepreneurs that would be the big winners from a zero price regulation; it is the big
application/content providers.

No prizes for guessing which firms are lobbying hard against charging

application/content providers to terminate traffic.
And it is also a totally unnecessary subsidy, for the simple reason that it would be an irrational
business practice for any broadband ISP to price small startup application/content providers out of the
market. Recall that it is in the interest of the ISP to have as much content as possible, so it actively wants
new entrants on its network, because that makes the ISP more attractive to customers.

Levying a

significant charge on new entrants that would drive them away is not in the interest of any broadband
ISP.

Further, the transactions cost of chasing down little entrepreneurs is too high,22 and the public

relations of doing so too negative, for any sensible ISP to do this.
Moreover, as noted above, after a decade of broadband ISP experience, the NPRM identifies not a
single instance of a broadband ISP imposing a unilateral “access fee” on an application/content provider,
let alone a systemic, industry-wide practice.

Nor does the NPRM explain why, in any event, allowing

same price to a startup firm as it would to Google. An ISP that price discriminates would never price a
new entrant out of the market; it would be profit maximal to charge at or near zero, reserving higher
prices for those application/content providers who derive more value from the market. He also assumes
counterfactually that the size of the consumer base is fixed, and that lower prices would not produce
greater broadband adoption.
21

One of the authors actually does have a Web site.

22

Lee and Wu mention the transactions cost problem, but do not reach the obvious conclusion that price

discrimination is the optimal strategy for ISPs. They also note the ESPN360 case, in which ESPN charges
ISPs so their customers can access ESPN360 content. They rather don’t like this, but do not state clearly
that the price should be zero for all parties, not just the ISPs.
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application/content providers to enter into voluntary commercial arrangements to pay such fees in order
to lower the cost to customers’ broadband ISP service would be bad for customers. Consider the following
hypothetical case: Suppose that Disney agreed to pay access fees to subsidize the cost of an ISP’s new
“child-friendly tier” of broadband access. The NPRM proposed regulations would prohibit this transaction,
which reduces everyone’s welfare.

Rather than following a regulatory-centric approach and outlawing

potentially pro-consumer business models based purely on speculation, the FCC should adopt a customercentric approach and give broadband ISPs and application/content providers the freedom to develop
arrangements for the benefit of customers.
In all events, if there are situations in which a broadband ISP determines that its optimal strategy
is to impose some charges on some content providers, the optimal strategy would not be to charge at a
level that drives small entrepreneurs out of the market. Indeed, little guys would likely continue to get a
free ride under any such scenario through some form of price discrimination. If our concern is low or zero
prices for Internet startups, the market will surely take care of this, for the simple reason that broadband
ISPs want as much content as possible to be attractive to subscribers. And note that the market will take
care of it not because ISPs are nice guys, or because they are devoted to Internet innovation, or any such
high-sounding platitudes, but because it is in their own interest to do so. Indeed, paradoxical as it may
seem, if a broadband ISP had an incentive to share application/content provider rents via charging,
regulating the price to zero in all circumstances creates incentives for anticompetitive content blocking —
assuming market conditions, regulatory or legal constraints, and transparency would sustain either
practice. Absent such regulation, the incentive of the broadband ISP in this context would be not to block,
but to share the rents via pricing.

Content blocking would not accord with the interests of the ISP,

23

unless the FCC would be so unwise as to require a zero price. We recall Adam Smith’s (1776) comment:
"It is not from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer, or the baker, that we expect our dinner, but
from their regard to their own self-interest. We address ourselves, not to their humanity but to their selflove, and never talk to them of our own necessities but of their advantages."

“Reasonable” Network Management
Virtually all communication (and transportation) networks are characterized by links (connections
that make up the network) whose capacity is fixed in the short run, subject to traffic demands that are
stochastic in nature, which is to say that actual demand at any second varies according to a probability
distribution. If the demand to send traffic exceeds the capacity of any of the links, then that traffic is
dropped or delayed; the network is said to be congested.
ability to carry the traffic offered to it actually declines.

During periods of congestion, the network’s
We are all familiar with rush-hour traffic on

expressways; too much traffic causes the system to grind to a halt, with almost no traffic actually moving.
The expressway becomes a “parking lot,” in popular parlance.
23

Similar breakdowns regularly occur in

An alternative strategy is for the ISP to compete directly with the Internet competitor. For example,

Comcast has recently entered the Internet video market in competition with streaming video providers
such as Hulu with its Fancast Xfinity TV offering (see LaVallee, 2009).
http://www.fancast.com/

The service is available at
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telephone networks and data networks, such as the Internet.

During periods of congestion, networks

must take action to mitigate the congestion; such actions often include prioritization of traffic (e.g.,
ambulances get to use the expressway before campers) and turning away some traffic (e.g., blocking onramps) until the congestion subsides.

Congestion can arise in milliseconds, and a responsible network

operator must respond immediately. Furthermore, demand overload in one part of the network can create
congestion in other parts of the network; it is not localized, but can, instead, spread quickly and
unpredictably.24
Network administrators learn over time what works; but every congestion incident may pose new
threats that have not been observed before.
Network management is difficult at best; driven by exogenous shocks requiring instant reactions
from experienced network administrators using what tools are available and relying on experience. The
long history of network management in telephone and data networks teaches us that we learn by doing,
and we are constantly surprised.

In describing the response to the 1987 “congestion collapse,” Yoo

(2005) states:
This is precisely the type of technology and demand-driven exogenous shock that makes
network management so difficult. NSFNET’s interim solution was to reprogram its
routers to give terminal sessions higher priority than file transfer sessions until
additional bandwidth could be added. Indeed, such solutions need not be temporary: in
a technologically dynamic world, one would expect that the relative costs of different
types of solutions to change over time.
This is not a job which is amenable to rules, since it involves highly technical, complex and
dynamic engineering decisions well beyond the expertise of most regulators. When an event occurs and
new lessons are learned, we cannot wait for a regulatory body to write new rules, go through a 90–day
comment cycle, followed by a reply comment cycle, and then possibly a court challenge to be able to use
the lessons experience teaches us. This is an area for which regulation is particularly ill-suited.

24

One author was conducting research in network management at Bell Laboratories in 1967, studying the

traffic patterns incident to a tornado that hit Jackson, MI in March 1966 in the early evening.

Little

telephone traffic resulted from the incident itself, but when reports appeared on the nightly news in New
York City just after 11:00 p.m., a flood of calls from New York to Jackson overwhelmed the Jackson toll
switch; sender queue records note that the toll switch locked up within 45 seconds.
spread within a minute to the Rockville, GA Class 1 toll switch, a much larger machine.

The congestion
Nevertheless,

Rockville sender queue records indicate the switch locked up within 90 seconds, essentially shutting down
all telephone traffic in the southeastern United States. The congestion took over an hour to clear. The
lesson: congestion can shut down switches and routers within seconds, and the congestion spreads
quickly to other switches/routers. Further, the precipitating event (in this case, the NYC broadcast of the
tornado, not the tornado itself) need not be obvious.
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Indeed, the NPRM recognized this, and it suggests a more flexible standard of “reasonable”
network management. Network administrators would not be given a rulebook, but would be subject to ex
post penalties if the actions they took during a congestion emergency were later found by regulators not
to be “reasonable.”

Having the advantage of 20–20 hindsight, plus lots of “help” from advocates and

competitors could punish network management actions by hard-pressed administrators. Could any
network administrator do their job under such circumstances? Does introducing the uncertainty of afterthe-fact judgment using open-ended rules really help protect the Internet?
One possible solution to the network management issue is that ISPs should simply expand
capacity, so that congestion never occurs. It is obvious that this is not a serious suggestion for dealing
with congestion when it occurs. Adding capacity to a network takes time, while congestion must be dealt
with immediately. We can presume that the proponents of “just add capacity” are referring to a longer
time horizon, in which ISPs add sufficient capacity so that congestion never occurs. Is that a reasonable
option? If demand for Internet traffic capacity were relatively level, and the variance of traffic were low,
then this might well be an attractive option, as the amount of capacity required to avoid congestion
altogether might be some small multiple (say 1.5) of average demand. But the reality is that Internet
traffic varies by time of day and is highly variable, or “bursty.” Installing capacity sufficient to carry all
demand all the time could well involve providing capacity dozens of times larger than average demand,
with a concomitant increase in costs to customers to pay for capacity that sits idle for all but an hour a
year. It is the nature of stochastic “bursty” traffic that peak demand will be much larger than average
demand, so providing for the peak would be very expensive, and certainly against good engineering and
economic principles.25 “Just add capacity” is a recipe for a very expensive Internet, primarily because of
the bursty nature of Internet traffic.
In sum, imposing a “reasonable” network management regulation on the Internet could well
destroy the ability of network administrators in broadband ISPs to successfully manage congestion. The
uncertainty of ambiguous regulations, the after-the-fact enforcement of such regulations, and the
complete inappropriateness of regulators usurping engineers’ responsibilities marks this proposed
regulation not only uncalled for, but downright dangerous.
Managed Services
The NPRM also opens the door to another major expansion of regulation:
[W]e recognize that there are and will continue to be Internet-Protocol-based offerings
(including voice and subscription video services, and certain business services provided
to enterprise customers), often provided over the same networks used for broadband
25

The basis for dimensioning communications networks is Moe’s Principle, first articulated by Jensen

(1950). Moe’s Principle is still in use today for dimensioning data networks, such as the Internet. In brief,
the efficient capacity level is that in which the marginal revenue of the last unit of capacity is equal to its
marginal cost.

Dimensioning for maximum peak traffic results in a capacity far beyond what good

engineering economics calls for.
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Internet access service, that have not been classified by the Commission. We use the
term “managed” or “specialized” services to describe these types of offerings. (FCC,
2009a, ¶148)
Since just about every modern network uses “the same networks used for broadband Internet
access service,” and just about every modern network is IP-based, the NPRM apparently proposes to
regulate just about all services that use a modern network, a bold and unprecedented regulatory reach.
We note that the NPRM is careful to suggest that it may not be necessary to regulate such services as
tightly as it proposes to regulate broadband Internet access. But it opens the door for these services to
be regulated.26
What are “Managed Services?”
The NPRM, having introduced the term “managed services,” then asks for help defining what they
are. The definition seems to include all services offered over modern communications networks. Really?
If Verizon sells a network (IP-based, using core network transport) to, say, Monsanto Chemical for its
internal use and corporate access to the Internet, is this a managed network? Apparently so.27 Are IPbased home networks that also carry Internet traffic managed networks?

Apparently so.

Cable firms

often use their own proprietary IP networks (using the same transport facilities as the Internet) for their
VoIP voice telephony applications; are these managed networks? Apparently so. If a small firm installs a
modern alarm system on its premises with an IP network connection to the alarm company, is that a
managed system? Apparently so. With the advent of DOCSIS 3, some observers believe cable firms may
move more of their video traffic to IP-based channels (O’Shea, 2009); if they do so, does cable TV
become a managed service?
Apparently so.

Apparently so.

Are telephone company IPTV services managed services?

Is there anything by which people or machines communicate with each that is not a

managed service?
A more interesting case: If AT&T sells a network to Google to enable it to deliver its Web content
directly to local ISP facilities (in order to speed up delivery of Google results to its customers), referred to
as a content delivery network (CDN), is that a managed network? What if Google self-provides its own
CDN or purchases such services from Akamai or some other company that is not considered a broadband
ISP? But perhaps such CDNs are actually part of the Internet; Google would use such a network to deliver
Internet content to any ISP for distribution to customers. Doesn’t that make it part of the Internet? In
which case, why should it not be subject to the regulatory machinery proposed in the NPRM for broadband
26

See FCC (2009a, ¶149), “We recognize that these managed or specialized services may differ from

broadband Internet access services in ways that recommend a different policy approach, and it may be
inappropriate to apply the rules proposed here to managed or specialized services”. . . “In this section, we
seek comment on whether and, if so, how the Commission should address managed or specialized IPbased services.”
27

Would it be a managed service if Verizon sold/leased the network and Monsanto managed it (thus

making Monsanto a regulated firm)? Or would it only be a managed service if Verizon itself managed the
network under contract from Monsanto? The NPRM is silent on these issues.
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Internet services? Of course, Google is not the only application/content provider to use CDNs to provide
better service to its customers via direct connections to ISPs; the practice is quite prevalent. Should these
networks be considered part of the Internet and thus subject to the proposed regulations? We leave such
“how many angels can dance on the head of a pin” questions to others.

What we do know is that

regulating the Internet and regulating CDNs are both bad ideas; making fine distinctions only matters in a
regulatory environment, which we recommend avoiding28 (see Section 5, below).
Why Regulate Managed Services?
We conclude above that the argument for regulating broadband ISPs is non-existent; there are
no real problems to fix, and there is no demonstrated market failure. The argument for regulation of any
kind for managed services is also non-existent, and the NPRM makes no attempt to justify this regulation.
The NPRM gives an indication of the FCC thinking: “. . . we are sensitive to any risk that the growth of
managed or specialized services might supplant or otherwise negatively affect the open Internet.” So the
NPRM’s argument seems to be: “The FCC intends to regulate the Internet without any evidence for doing
so, and managed services may serve as substitutes with basic Internet services, so we have to regulate
managed services as well, even though there is no evidence that there are market failures here.” The last
time this argument was used was in the 1930s, when the Interstate Commerce Commission justified
regulating the nascent trucking industry (for which there was no market failure) for the sole reason that it
competed with the railroad industry, which the ICC did regulate.29 It took 50 years of highly inefficient
transport regulation to undo this particular regulatory error. How long will it take to undo the regulation
of managed services?
Noting that some managed services could compete with existing Internet services is hardly a
breakthrough; cable firms’ VoIP over managed networks are designed to compete with Internet VoIP
offerings, such as Vonage. They also compete with traditional wireline voice. In fact, having services that
compete with incumbents (either the “best effort” Internet or incumbent wireline voice) is the whole public
policy point.

If managed services compete with the Internet, that is to be treasured by the FCC, not

regulated. If there is a surefire way to stifle competition from managed networks, it is to regulate them,
which appears to be what this NPRM contemplates. In fact, the policy trend of the FCC for over a decade
has been to encourage such competition from alternative platforms; this NPRM seems to hearken back to
an earlier era when the FCC sought to extend its regulatory reach, not rein it in. We strongly agree with
the pro-competitive FCC of the last two decades (and indeed the FCC that produced the recent National
Broadband Plan Report); we strongly disagree with the FCC of this NPRM.

28

Except, of course, transparency regulation, a point we make above.

29

This case has become a staple in the teaching of regulatory economics.

It is used to illustrate the

power of lobbying, the inefficiency of regulation, and the persistence of bad regulation. A short summary
is in Gale (2009).
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Wireless Broadband
The NPRM envisions applying the proposed regulations to wireless broadband.
particularly indefensible.

This appears

There is no argument that wireless broadband providers operate in anything

other than a fully competitive market. We have demonstrated this important point before (Faulhaber &
Farber, 2009); there should be no need to repeat these arguments.30

It is not only competitive, it is

highly innovative. The broadband wireless industry is a textbook example of how competitive industries
respond to customer demands. For example, wireless providers were initially reluctant to support outside
developers creating software that ran on devices using their network.

In fact, some providers did not

permit devices to be used on their networks unless they were purchased through that wireless provider.
This all changed. There are now over 100,000 applications for download on the iPhone at the iTunes store
(Wortham, 2009). Other vendors, device manufacturers, and wireless carriers saw that this met a strong
customer demand and quickly changed their strategies to accommodate, and indeed, facilitate
development of outside applications.

Carriers also now allow customers to bring their own device,

including devices that the carrier does not itself sell, so long as it is compatible with the carrier’s network
technology.

Customers wanted more openness regarding applications and devices, and the market

produced it. The iPhone was very much the change agent, showing the rest of the industry successful
customer-centric strategies which quickly diffused throughout the market.
This is how competitive markets work; firms that best meet the needs of customers are winners,
and others emulate them if they can.

The lesson here is simple: If customers of wireless broadband

providers want network neutrality, the competitive market will give it to them.

There is no need for

regulation. Should the FCC impose network neutrality regulation on wireless broadband providers, it is
admitting that customers don’t really want this, but the FCC is going to force it on them anyway.
Imposing wireless network neutrality is a regulatory-centric policy, not a customer-centric policy.
But suppose the FCC does impose these regulations on wireless broadband. What can happen?
Is this somehow different than wireline?
Yes, it is different than wireline, in ways that ensure that the proposed regulations would be
particularly harmful. We refer to the technical report of Reed and Tripathi (2010) for a statement of the
impact of network neutrality on wireless networks. Here, we give a brief outline of some of the problems:
•

Wireless requires a much higher degree of integration among the core network carriers,
devices, and applications in order to function smoothly; by contrast, wireline involves
“plain vanilla” connections with relatively simple standards.

We made this point in

Faulhaber and Farber (2009).
30

95% of U.S. households have access to three or more wireless carriers, and 72% of households have

access to five or more carriers. Of the 21 wireless carriers that serve at least 100,000 subscribers, 18
offer 3G broadband service.

The U.S. wireless industry leads all OECD countries in measures of

competition. It has the lowest concentration (as measured by HHI), the highest per customer volume of
usage, and the lowest average revenue per minute of an OECD country.
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Wireless broadband traffic is more bursty than wireline broadband traffic for the simple
reason that customers move in and out of cell tower range unpredictably. Tight control
of device-tower transmissions is critical to ensure good quality service in wireless;
wireline has no such problems.

•

Wireless customers move about within a cell tower area, so controlling interference
becomes an issue requiring tight integration between devices and towers.

•

Wireless transmission is more complex and less understood than wireline transmission;
outside radio interference and interference among customers in close proximity to each
other presents a challenge not present in wireline transmission.
constantly experiment, and flexibility is essential.

Engineers must

This is particularly true as each

network provider uses a different protocol, such as EVDO, HSPA, or GSM EDGE.31
•

The industry is moving toward new 4G systems which are even less well understood;
because the market is tightly integrated, both applications and devices will change as
these new systems come online.

This greatly enhances the need for experimentation

and flexibility.
To illustrate the how and why of close integration between devices and carriers, we include this
extensive quote from Qualcomm (2009):
Mobile broadband systems . . . employ power control to optimize their spectral
efficiency. For example, the power control inherent in CDMA-based networks and
mobiles ensures that each mobile always transmits exactly enough power to provide
decent call quality, but not more than enough. For example, on the return link, CDMA
base stations constantly measure the error rate performance from each mobile
transmitting a signal, and, depending on whether the error rate is trending above or
below an adequate performance level, the power control circuit is told to ask for a higher
or lower signal to noise ratio. A base station function measures the actual signal to noise
ratio and compares it to the target, and if the actual ratio is too high or too low, an ‘up
power’ or ‘down power’ command is sent to the mobile, which responds by increasing or
decreasing its power by approximately 1 dB. All of this occurs approximately 1,000
31

Some (e.g., Wu, 2007) suggest that the industry should settle on a common protocol, as this would be

simpler for application developers and device manufacturers.

In fact, we already have this common

protocol: TCP/IP. Applications which use device APIs can run on any radio protocol. For example, one
author has a wireless device that can use either CDMA/EVDO (domestic) or GSM/EDGE (global), and all
applications work, no matter which radio protocol is in use. We strongly disagree about the need for a
common radio protocol; we believe that diversity of solutions to technical problems is the hallmark of
robust competition in a growing and evolving industry. When this industry is old and gray, then perhaps it
will be time for common standards; not now.
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times per second at each base station and for each operating mobile. The mobile
[device] continuously measures the received signal level of the base station signal,
averaged over a relatively long time interval, but with a very large dynamic range
(about 80 dB). These measurements are used to set the mobile transmit power at
approximately the optimal level over this very large dynamic range. The base station
commands have a much smaller range, but are transmitted much faster.
In addition, CDMA-based mobiles also have variable rate vocoders that vary the data
rate over an 8 to 1 range since lower power can be used for lower data rates. This
permits the mobile to adjust the power on a frame by frame basis (20 milliseconds)
based on the varying data rate.
For soft handoff between base stations, the relative strength of nearby base stations is
continuously monitored. Although all base stations communicating with a mobile try to
control its power, the mobile pays attention only to the one asking for the lowest power.
CDMA uses powerful forward error correction coding and efficient modulation and
implementation so that the signal to noise ratios are very low — approaching the
Shannon limits. All these features ensure that CDMA-based networks and mobiles
operate at the most efficient levels. OFDMA-based networks use similar techniques to
achieve the same result.
This lengthy excerpt illustrates in detail the complex “dance” that goes on continuously between
devices and cell towers, and the integration needed to make this all work. There is no counterpart to this
in wireline broadband.
Added to this complexity is the need for constant experimentation and flexibility as network
operators cope with new technology in the network (e.g., 4G), devices (e.g., iPhone) and applications
(e.g., GPS-aware mapping apps).
Now let’s imagine introducing regulation into this highly dynamic technology-driven market. Can
we even imagine establishing a set of rules within which core networks can manage these complex
interactions?

How about one within which core radio access networks and device providers can

accommodate new technologies on both sides of the market?
loosely defined “reasonable” network management standard?

Even worse, suppose the FCC adopts a
Can we even imagine a standard of

“reasonableness” in this highly dynamic environment, in which different carriers use different protocols
with different devices? What does “nondiscrimination” mean in a radio environment in which carriers are
constantly interacting with devices to manage who is using how much spectrum and how much power,
based on how close customers are, and how many customers are in the cell tower’s reach?

Whatever

network management rules are applied, they cannot help but interfere significantly with the complex
“dance” needed to operate a modern wireless system.
And to what end are these regulations designed?

The wireless broadband market is already

highly competitive; there is no market failure. The only results that can follow imposing these regulations
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on wireless broadband are less efficient use of spectrum, higher costs of operation, and lower rates of
investment and innovation. In the end, customers will get far less value from a regulated market than a
competitive market. Years of FCC experience has shown that, and for years, the FCC has realized this.
This lesson must not be forgotten.
The wireless business involves very tight and very close integration among all its levels: core
network, radio access network, applications, operating systems, and devices.

It also requires a high

degree of flexibility in dealing with innovation and spectral efficiency. This is an environment in which the
introduction of the dead hand of regulation could be paralyzing.

This is no place for regulatory

intervention. We fear that FCC errors would prove very durable and could cause irreversible damage to
the technical evolution of wireless broadband networks and services and to the optimal delivery of
performance to consumers.

While regulation of any broadband ISP is a mistake, regulation of wireless

broadband would be a disaster. As we demonstrate in the next section, messing up the wireless industry
with senseless regulation is killing the goose that is laying the golden egg.

What Is To Be Done?32
Is this paper simply another diatribe against regulation? Are we asserting that there is no role
for the FCC in this area? Most emphatically, we are suggesting no such thing. We strongly urge the FCC
to undertake aggressive customer-centric policies to ensure that the broadband ISP market works as
efficiently and effectively as possible to meet the needs of customers.33

The job of the FCC is not to

impose “solutions” such as network neutrality on customers; it is to create an environment in which
customers get to choose if they want network neutrality (or portions thereof).
Faulhaber (2009b) argues that there is a simple and powerful organizing framework for FCC
public policy: Let the customer decide. There is no “average” broadband customer. Each customer has
his/her own tastes and preferences, and should not be subject to one-size-fits-all regulation. The FCC’s
role should be to enable customers to make their own decisions by enabling a choice-rich market
environment.
How can the FCC enable a choice-rich environment?
1.

Removing impediments to investment and competitive entry.

This includes moving

much more licensed spectrum into the market via auctions to increase the ability of
wireless firms to offer plentiful broadband service.

32

With apologies to L. Tolstoy and V. Lenin.

33

But what about the needs of application developers? Content providers? Internet service providers of

all kinds?

We are of the view that all players in the Internet ecosystem have one purpose and one

purpose only: to serve customers. The role of public policy is not to make choices for customers; it is to
enable customers to make choices for themselves.
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2.

Ensuring that all providers (network providers as well as application/content providers)
are transparent in dealing with customers, so that customers have the information they
need to make intelligent market decisions.
The answer is quite simple: If customers want network neutrality, then broadband ISPs operating

in a competitive market will be forced to provide it. We have seen this occur most recently in the wireless
broadband market, a fiercely competitive market (as demonstrated in Faulhaber & Farber, 2009). If some
customers want it and others don’t, then those that desire it (if there are enough) will, in a competitive
market, find a supplier to meet their niche needs. If customers want some net neutral attributes but not
others, then the competitive market will provide what customers want. It is for customers to decide how
much network neutrality (or indeed any other network attribute) that they want; it is not up to the FCC to
decide for them.
Some have suggested that network neutrality regulation will have no effect on incentives to
invest in network assets, nor on incentives for competitive entry. Such an assertion beggars economic
logic, which is very straightforward and very clear: Any regulation, requirement, or obligation, such as the
proposed network neutrality regulations, imposed on a network provider necessarily increases their costs
and thus their incentives to invest or competitively enter the market. Even if undertaken with the best of
intentions, such regulations will reduce competition, reduce investment, and therefore reduce customers’
choice. 34
The FCC’s own actions have provided the irrefutable empirical evidence that imposing network
neutrality regulation on a telecommunications asset dramatically decreases its value, and thus decreases
incentives to invest.

In March 2008, the FCC conducted what amounted to a natural experiment in

network neutrality regulation: It held an auction for the 700 MHz spectrum in which it encumbered the
winner of the C block to operate under open access network neutrality regulation. No such regulation was
imposed on the A and B blocks of the same 700 MHz spectrum. A perfect natural experiment of the effect
on the value of a telecoms asset of imposing network neutrality regulation.

The result? Verizon paid

$0.76/MHz-Pop for the encumbered spectrum; the mean winning bid price of the A and B block spectrum
was $1.89/MHz-Pop (Levin, 2008).
spectrum asset by 60%.

Network neutrality regulation thus decreased the value of the

The evidence speaks loudly and eloquently: Imposing network neutrality

regulation reduces the value of the affected telecommunication asset and thus reduces the incentive to
invest in such assets.35 Again, the NPRM rhetoric is 180º out of phase with the facts; this is what “factbased, data-driven” looks like, and it should not be ignored.
We made this point in Faulhaber (2009b): with competition comes choice; with transparency
comes informed choice. The FCC must adopt a policy aimed at extending competition in this market to
34

For an early analytic treatment of broadband market structure and the impact of regulatory obligations

on carriers, see Faulhaber and Hogendorn (2000).
35

There was a D block of the 700 MHz spectrum at auction, which the FCC wished to commit to public

safety, and encumbered the spectrum with onerous regulation and so much uncertainty that there was
just one bid, far below the reservation price. No one did buy the D-block spectrum asset.
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ensure that the American people can decide for themselves whether they want their traffic managed or
not, whether their ISP charges application content providers or not, and whether they want their
application/content providers selling their buying profiles to third parties or not. It is not up to the FCC, or
indeed anyone else (including professors) to make these choices for customers.

Competition in the Broadband ISP Market
Competition among broadband platform providers has always been the Holy Grail of broadband
policy.

As a practical matter, the current broadband marketplace is usually limited to, at most, two

providers: cable and DSL (with fiber in some markets).
rivalrous behavior in this market.

This is not a cozy duopoly; there is plenty of

Nevertheless, more platform competition would certainly be a more

customer-centric market.
Faulhaber and Hogendorn (2000) was the earliest statement of pessimism concerning additional
wireline competition. But the paper was based on the infrastructure costs of wireline, which at the time
was the only available broadband technology.

Today, we follow Faulhaber (2009b) in asserting that

platform competition is alive and well, in the form of wireless broadband. In that earlier paper, as well as
in Faulhaber and Farber (2009), we show that not only is the wireless broadband market highly
competitive, but rapid technological advances to 3G and 4G services are making wireless broadband much
more competitive with wireless broadband. The costs for wireless to upgrade to 4G service such as LTE
are substantially less than deploying new wireline broadband, and this upsets the old broadband
economics.

With lower investment and entry costs, wireless promises very significant entry into

broadband with this platform.
The point is that, while high fixed costs in the wireline broadband industry suggest limited entry
opportunities, the entry cost in the wireless broadband industry are much lower, and we expect many
more entrants as 4G technology and additional spectrum become available. The barriers to entry appear
to be substantially lower in wireless than in wireline.
Wireless is a consistently underestimated industry; many claimed, for example, that wireless
voice was a complement to rather than a substitute for wireline voice telephony.
wireless subscribers have actually substituted for a wireline phone.

But today, 20% of

Let’s not make the same mistake

again with wireless broadband: It’s here, and it’s real.36
But can this really happen? Fortunately, the ability to make this happen is within the reach of the
FCC.

The single greatest barrier to entry by wireless firms into the broadband market is the relative

scarcity of spectrum. So the first order of business for the FCC is simple: get much more spectrum into
the market.

36

For those keeping score on how the United States is doing relative to other countries, Neilson Mobile

(2008) reports that the U.S. leads 16 other countries in mobile Internet usage penetration.
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We are heartened that the FCC seems to recognize the problem. The latest Staff Report on the
National Broadband Plan shows the FCC is getting the message loud and clear:
•

A large, new spectrum allocation is essential to improving broadband competition.

•

It takes a long time to address spectrum gaps, so we must start now.

•

Market forces should be applied to all bands . . . (FCC, 2009b, slide 15)

We applaud the most recent announcements concerning the National Broadband Plan, in which
Chairman Genachowski (2010) states that “No area of the broadband ecosystem holds more promise for
transformational innovation than mobile,” and proposes to free up 500 MHz of spectrum, including a
“Mobile Futures Auction” that incents current spectrum holders to make spectrum available for wireless
broadband. It is clear that the FCC is getting on with the task.
The answer is pro-competition policies, not pro-regulation policies.

The wireless broadband

market itself provides strong recent evidence of how competition drives the market to serve the needs of
customers: While advocates demanded that wireless carriers should accept any devices and applications
(that met standards) the customer brings (see Wu, 2007), it has been the competitive market in wireless
that has delivered what customers want, not advocates. Since the introduction of the iPhone and Apple’s
app store, virtually all carriers and all device manufacturers have followed suit, opening up their networks
to third party applications. Independently, they are now permitting outside devices to be brought to their
networks. These steps were not the result of regulation. However, other practices advocated by network
neutrality pundits have not been adopted, as customers have not demanded them. Customers have had
their say, and firms in this competitive market were forced to listen.
Customers end up with what they want, and they eschew what they don’t want. If customers
valued the NPRM’s view of appropriate network neutrality, some provider would offer it to gain customer
acceptance, and other providers would be driven to do the same.

If customers did not value net

neutrality, it would not appear in the market. If a sufficient number of customers were really interested in
net neutrality (possibly willing to pay a premium for it), then either an existing provider or new firm would
enter in order to serve this profitable market.

Creating a choice-rich market environment puts the

customer in charge of such decisions, not regulators and not advocates or pundits.

The FCC needs to

focus on encouraging a competitive, choice-rich environment, not enacting onerous regulations which will
almost surely discourage more competition.
The DoJ and NTIA Filings
On January 4, 2010, the Department of Justice (DoJ) filed ex parte comments in FCC Docket GN09–51, A National Broadband Plan for Our Future (DoJ, 2010).

On the same day, the National

Telecommunications and Information Agency (NTIA) delivered a letter to Chairman Julius Genachowski
(NTIA, 2010), “. . . express[ing] the Administration’s view on the development of the National Broadband
Plan.” Both documents expressed very similar views concerning the issues of the National Broadband Plan
and Economic Issues in Broadband Competition.

These views are relevant as well to the instant

proceeding, Preserving the Open Internet, GN 09–191.
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The two papers are also in (almost) complete agreement with the recommendations of this
paper, of our previous joint paper on Wireless Innovation (Faulhaber & Farber, 2009), and of the previous
paper on the National Broadband Plan (Faulhaber, 2009b). In fact, the agreement between the DoJ and
NTIA papers and our work (with one important exception) is so close that the Administration authors could
well have lifted our arguments entirely for their work.37 We note the similarities:
DoJ/NTIA Papers

Authors’ Papers

“The Commission has a long-held preference for. . .
expand[ing] competition in communications
markets…because of the competitive market’s
demonstrated power to lower prices, improve
service, and spur innovation” (NTIA, p. 5). Also,
“. . . the Commission should eschew price
regulation . . .” (NTIA, p. 6). Also, “A hallmark of
the competitive system embraced in
Telecommunications Act is consumer choice: The
consumer — not government — determines what
products and services are needed . . .”38

“The FCC should not waste its time with . . . costly
regulation; it should facilitate competition so that
customers can choose for themselves . . .”

“. . . price regulation is likely to stifle investment in
broadband infrastructure or to discourage
broadband service innovation” (NTIA, p. 6). Also,
“regulation . . . . may be tempting [but] care must
be taken to avoid stifling the infrastructure
investments needed to expand broadband access”
(DoJ, p. 28).

“No matter how well intentioned, such regulations
will reduce competition, reduce investment, and
therefore reduce customers’ choice.”

“. . . the Commission’s primary tool for promoting
broadband competition should be freeing up
spectrum” (DoJ, p. 21).

“. . . the FCC (working with NTIA) . . . [must] get
much more licensed spectrum into the market.”

“Emerging fourth generation (“4G”) services may
well provide an alternative sufficient to lead a
significant set of customers to elect a wireless
rather than wireline broadband service” (DoJ, p. 8).

“Wireless broadband has clearly changed the
economics of broadband entry . . . [t]he existence
of many wireless firms offering 3G broadband plus
the current ramp-up of 4G broadband . . . suggest
that additional competition in this area is not only
possible, but is happening now.”

“. . .ensur[e] that consumers get better information
about their choices, so that they can compare offers
and select the broadband service that best suits
their needs” (DoJ, p. 25).

“Ensur[e] that all providers (network providers as
well as application/content providers) are
transparent in dealing with customers.”

37

We do not flatter ourselves that the Administration authors actually cribbed from our work.

When

research scholars in economics and engineering address the same problem, it is no surprise that they are
likely to come up with the same answers. We acknowledge the skills of our public sector fellow-scholars.
38

This quote is taken from an earlier NTIA (2008, p. 5) paper.
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Additionally, the DoJ and NTIA comment favorably on FCC plans to develop fine-grained
broadband price and subscription data, a topic we do not address, but which we generally support.
We do, however, take vigorous exception to the suggestion that, when auctioning off new
spectrum (which we applaud), the FCC could choose “. . . to run an auction in which some (or even all) of
the available spectrum is simply not made available to incumbents” (DoJ, 2010, pp. 23–24, a section
which we vigorously oppose). In this extreme form, the most successful incumbent wireless firms would
not be permitted to bid on any new spectrum that the FCC makes available.
We understand and sympathize with the DoJ’s concern that the large wireless broadband
providers are also the large wireline broadband providers, and their suggestion is meant to increase
competition. In our view, the DoJ is “throwing the baby out with the bathwater,” suggesting a draconian
measure whose cost would almost surely outweigh its anticipated social benefits.

We object to this

suggestion for three reasons:
1.

It is the three largest wireless firms that are at the forefront of introducing 4G (and
advanced 3G) technology: Verizon Wireless’s plans for LTE, Sprint/Clear’s rollout of
WiMax, and AT&T’s HSPA+ 3G technology.

Other, smaller firms will follow, but the

market depends on the large incumbents to lead the way. Starving them of spectrum
will almost surely slow down network innovation substantially.
2.

The FCC has eagerly meddled in spectrum auctions (sometimes at the behest of
Congress), and almost always with either tragic or silly results.

Hazlett and Muñoz

(2009) estimate that the social welfare cost of the 1996 C-Block auction (featuring
installment payments for “weak bidders” and the ensuing NextWave default and
lawsuits) resulted in over $67 billion in lost consumer welfare. Recently, the FCC’s failed
D-block auction for public safety spectrum has resulted in 10 MHz withheld from the
market at an estimated consumer welfare loss of $32 billion.39
3.

We note that the wireless market, including the wireless broadband market, is already
competitive, as we demonstrate in Faulhaber and Farber (2009), where we find that, in
the United States, there are 18 wireless providers (who have spectrum licenses) with
more than 100,000 customers that offer 3G services.

4.

DoJ argues that there is a “foreclosure” value to spectrum for large incumbents, which
could cause them to outbid rivals simply in order to keep others from entering the
market, thereby undermining competition. Such “foreclosure” bidding, or “cornering the
market,” if it works at all, only works if the resource in question is scarce.

We

understand that the FCC invariably has been stingy with licensed spectrum, creating an
39

I use the Hazlett et al. (2009) estimate of an auction price of $3.2 billion for the 10 MHz of D-block

spectrum that failed to sell, and the Hazlett (2009) estimate of the ratio of consumer welfare (NPV) to
auction price of 10.
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artificial scarcity. Indeed, that is why we are now facing an acute spectrum shortage.
But the enemy of scarcity is abundance. We propose (see Faulhaber & Farber, 2009)
that the FCC place at least 1 GHz of spectrum into the market, to replace artificial
scarcity with abundance. With so much spectrum in play, no one could possibly “corner
the market” in spectrum.

In the presence of abundance, a “foreclosure” strategy is

doomed to failure. Should the DoJ be concerned about incumbents “foreclosing” others,
the answer is to place an abundance of spectrum at auction.

We urge the DoJ to

address this issue via spectrum abundance (a policy that works) rather than regulatory
meddling with auction rules (a policy with a track record of failure).
We applaud the DoJ and NTIA for their contribution, which we (almost) fully support. We urge
the Commission to pay close attention to their Washington brethren.

The Way Forward
Rather than imposing the unnecessary and very costly regulations proposed in the NPRM, let’s
focus on bringing more choice and competition to the broadband marketplace.

Customers can choose

which parts of network neutrality they want, and the competitive market will respond.
But perhaps the “problem” is so urgent that we need a quick fix.

The evidence suggests

otherwise. As we argue above, we have no solid evidence that any of the hypothesized harms will occur,
even with the current market structure. There is no urgency and no reason to resort to damaging and
unnecessary regulatory “fixes” for problems that have yet to manifest themselves.
What must the FCC do to ensure customers a choice-rich environment?
1.

Enacting restrictive and unnecessary regulations now preempts customers from making
choices, even as the market becomes more competitive. Don’t do it.

2.

Get much more licensed spectrum into the market. Much, much more. Let the wireless
industry do what it is champing at the bit to do: offer higher speed broadband
connections to mobile phones and PCs in competition with wireline broadband ISPs.

3.

Work with industry, the Federal Trade Commission, and academic experts to adopt
strong customer-focused transparency practices for all participants in the Internet
market space.
Is there a role for the FCC? Let’s bring more broadband competition through a very significant

increase in licensed spectrum.

Let’s ensure that customers are fully informed, so that they may make

intelligent broadband market choices.

This is the proven method for customers in charge.

impose patch-up regulations that promise no benefits and substantial costs.

Let’s not
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